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Zombie 222 battery pack

A 68 Mustang Fastback makes the perfect DIY electric car. Usually, when you think of hybrids or electric vehicles, small, two-seat geek-mobiles or cup holders think of strange chunky car football moms filled with pumpkin spice lattes. If you have been paying attention over the past few years, this image may have been highlighted by a stylish luxury car that costs your home up.
Probably the last thing you think about is the fastest classic muscle car in its history. Let's say Tesla wasn't the first thing that made the EV sexy. Zombie 222 is a work of art in itself, a jet-black 68 Mustang Fastback with lime green racing strips and a menacing rear-spoiler, unlike these flashy imports that put it next to it on the highway, which actually serves a purpose. Like any
shiny classic rerun, you want to look under the hood and see how big its valve covers are. If you open this hood, you'll find yourself looking at probably the weirdest engine setup you've ever seen. The first error for valve covers appears to be twin speed controllers, and this narrow cylindrical large block is actually made up of lime green to match a pair of 11 NetGain Warp-Drive
electric motors racing lanes. Twin cold air intake is for cooling engines, and there is a lack of difference in pumps, belts and other accessories that a normal vehicle will also find. The body reveals more glitz as poppy 1.5 megawatts (1,500 kilowatts, what I used for power last month my whole house, a body!) High Tech Systems LLC high performance racing batteries bank black
coated compartment glows blue. This does not leave much room for luggage, but where we are going with this monster is a fresh pair of underwear that should be in all handy. Zombie 222 (2 engines, 2 controllers and 2 damn fast) takes about 50 miles per charge, but it's safe to say it only takes 15 minutes to get there. The only concern that hit the Texas Mile in 2014 at more than
174 mph was that the frontline, not the force, was coming from the ground. To put it mildly, they were holding it back! This time resulted in 125 mph in 10.7 seconds and 0-60 in 2.4 seconds in a 1/4 mph time. This is the 68 fastest Mustangs ever! But what does this fast, awesome car have to do with getting off the grid? Almost everything, actually. First of all, some of these
engines are top secret, custom design money not only can you get super mechanical power fast cars with boat loads. These engines are available to almost anyone and can be used in a variety of applications. EVSource.com has almost everything you need to transform an all-electric vehicle, and it don't have to be a high-performance project, either. There are engines big enough
to power your 3/4 ton work truck and even a tractor. After all, you probably don't have to go 200 miles an hour, and even half of it. and the engine Zombie 222 will be a fast classic daily drive. With electricity, you have full control of the power you need and the voltage you use, so that the power is there when you need it, but it can be operated for longer distances when you don't
need it. This was the idea behind MDS systems in some trucks, which disabled half the piston, but had much better control over the power output. Source: Go-EV.com Chevy Volt takes me 35 miles at 10 kilowatts. It's not going to break speed records, but it's working. Keeping batteries charged is always a problem, but with enough solar panels and a replaceable battery pack, you
can keep running all day long. You also don't need to cost up to your mortgage until such a project, if you are re-using an old vehicle and needing your own elbow grease and extreme aesthetics. High-performance operation in this arena only hardens the technology but with its speeds and provides better progress and stability for lower performance applications. If you do not push
the boundaries of a technology, then the daily application of this technology will suffer and interest in technology will decrease. High-speed electric cars may not be useful on the off-grid farm, but their then create products make putting EV technologies to use sustainable farm practice. The thing is, if you're going off the grid, an electric car makes sense. If you need to run hords of
zombies, then an 800HP electric 68 Mustang will do fastback style work. Like this article? Subscribe to our newsletter to send more great content and updates to your inbox! The world's most expensive super cars can reach 60mph in less than three seconds. The Hennessey Venom GT, the world's fastest production car, does so at 2.7; Lamborghini's 602-horsepower V-10-
powered Huracán was unofficially increased to 2.5. If you were sitting in a Huracán right now, you could go from zero to 60 in less time than you should have read that sentence. But somewhere in the Texas garage sits an even faster strange car: a 1968 Mustang fastback known as the Zombie 222, and fully electric. Touching a range of giant engines, controllers and batteries -
fluorescent green casting with blue LEDs for effect - Zombie 222 produces over 800 horsepower and a mind numbing of 1,800 pounds of torque. These numbers translate into a remarkable eighth mile time of just 2.4 seconds 0-60 time, 101 mph 6.8 seconds and 125 mph 10.7 seconds estimated quarter mile time. But forget the numbers: Zombie 222 accelerator smash and you
can feel the internal organs leave their homes and fly against the back of the rib cage. This kind of acceleration 5'11, 245-pound cameraman will start giggling like a little boy riding his first rollercoaster. It's not an exaggeration. Zombie 222 Mitch Medford is a muscle car enthusiast invention Bloodshed Motors has left a career in technology to launch a garage offering an unusual
service: converting classic cars into high-speed electric machines that punch the world's most powerful supercars. '68 fastback Bloodshed is the first - and so far, just - project. Medford hopes that one day his four-wheeled creatures will roam the streets and highways around the world, but first, he has to prove what zombies are made of. In late February, I went to Austin, Texas, to
visit Medford and the Bloodshed team. It was unethalingly cold and wet, but Medford had been repairing the garage since 4 a.m. The zombie sat hunched over in the middle of the shop, his menacing green-and-black paint job immacule, chrome every inchcilli. Medford was working feverishly to prepare for the Texas Mile, a two-year-old racing event that Zombie hopes will show
his courage by setting two speed records. The event was a full month ago. A long line of Medford mechanics and moonshiners Mitch Medford may have been born in an automobile store and delivered by a mechanic. He comes in a long line of mechanics and moonshiners - in fact, he named Robert Mitchum, producer, writer and a seeded land star about 1958's Thunder Road, a
fast-driving illegal drink runner. At 53, Medford still has the good humorous energy of a middle school class clown: eager to taunt friends, joke worthy of a noil, or riff on a plot in which he plays the fast and furious movie himself and Zombie. He is also a born storyteller, peppering his anecdotes with phrases revealed in his roots in North Carolina's Blue Ridge Mountains - an
underpowered car, he will tell you, you can't pull a greasy string out of a cat's ass. Medford's love of cars began in high school, when he saved his first ride - the 1966 Ford LTD Galaxy 500 with a shattered vinyl roof and wires from tires - and repaired it with his father. In the end, a policeman clocked the Galaxy out of 137, although his speedometer went only up to 120. This car
was touched in my high school, says Medford. My memories of getting a girlfriend, going to the movies and trying to get from my friends to the back of the river... That's how we handled the discussions. We'd see who could leave the most rubber in the parking lot, who had the highest pipes -- wearing glass bags, cherry bombs, flat pipes, cuts. He infiltrated my childhood. A
policeman clocked Medford's Galaxy going 137, but his speedometer went just 120 Medford steel grey hair cut with military precision, a blowback to his time as a drill instructor. After the army, he moved into computer engineering and had a successful career - first at IBM, then at startups. In June last year, Medford left his post as CEO of Austin-based RF Code to build Bloodshed
Motors. In the announcement of his departure, Austin Business Journal told Medford to follow personal business opportunities. But according to Medford, Bloodshed was much more than that. After the Galaxy, other cars arrived and were gone: a 6-cylinder '67 Mustang, a '66 Impala Super Sport, two '69 Toronados (one mile wide horns fixed on a mile-wide hood), a '67 Mercury
Cougar (in which he kissed his first wife), a 2011 Shelby GT500 — all-American gas guzzling classics, new and old. Then Medford watched an episode of Top Gear that attracted interest. In this game, Jeremy Clarkson competes against his more traditional twin, Lotus Elise, in a first-generation Tesla Roadster. Why Tesla hurts on the track, Clarkson yells, 12,500 RPM — I can't
believe it! That's fast in the Bible! Tesla left his brother sucking ozone smoke. While watching the video, Medford was hit in the head with an idea. He was confident that electric cars would transform the auto industry, but he also wondered if he could penetrate the restoration and modification car community, where wealthy buyers have amassed tens of thousands of them to
breathe new life into classic vehicles. Medford started not investigating, and that's when he ran into John Wayland and the White Zombie. The White Zombie is going 126 mph in a quarter-mile drag race. Outside, White Zombie is a modest 1972 Datsun 1200. But there are two 9-inch electric motors hidden under the milquetoast shell, giving White Zombie enough power to speed
60 mph in 1.8 seconds. This runs a quarter mile in 10.3 seconds - almost a second faster than a Nissan GT-R. Medford, the power, numbers and performance that car put out was almost unimaginable. Says. A light bulb exploded on his head and John Wayland sent an email outlining his vision: beautifully restored, iconic vintage cars combined with world-class electric
performance. He knew it would be a niche business and creations wouldn't be cheap - $200,000 and up - but the market felt confident it was mature. It was becoming increasingly difficult for wealthy buyers to separate themselves from the crowds when Tesla monopoled the luxury electric car space. Bloodshed Motors offered a solution: world-class electrical performance in a
single package of its kind. But it's been weeks since I heard from Wayland. John Wayland made his first electric car in 1980 with the proto-Tesla philosophy: if electric cars had any hope of success, they needed it to speed up the customer's pulse. Electric cars can never be aired if you try to make guilt-related crime trips to people about burning gasoline. Says. In 1994, a local
electric vehicle club hosted a drag race on the streets of Portland to prove that the electric car was not a complete hole. The problem was that they were: nothing but the dog is slow and embarrassing, Wayland recalls. That's why he made White Zombie. Wayland supplied seven helicopter batteries in an over-the-air suit and stuffed into tiny Datsun. Most of the batteries are in poor
condition, the car still put rubber Five gears, wayland says. I remember women and children running for a hiding place on the streets of Portland. White Zombie. (Courtesy of Carrol Brown) In the two decades since, Wayland has added another engine and swapped nickel-cadmium batteries for modern lithium-manganese-nickel-cobalt polymer cells. But in the spring of 2014
Wayland had stopped fixing the car so much that the loss of his wife a few years earlier had devastated him and he was keeping it to himself. He remembers receiving Mitch's emails (well written, intelligent; he was very clear), but it took him weeks to reply. They hit two off as soon as they got the phone - a good thing we are not neighbors, wayland says, we would be constantly in
trouble. The notion of an entire electric muscle car was not new to Wayland: in the 90s, a '65 Mustang was converted to run lead acid batteries. This had a speed range of 35 mph and 85 mph - it even appeared in a '95 issue of Mustang Illustrated magazine. Wayland's late wife loved mustangs and thought Medford was the right project to get back in the game. It was a marriage
that was supposed to be, he says. Medford knew all along that Bloodshed Motors' first project had to be a first-generation Mustang. The Mustang needs no entry, but the epic significance of American motor history cannot be overstated. After its launch in 1964, it became a classic that was firmly touched on the cultural fabric of its era. If you wanted to attract buyers with Medford oil
check notebooks, the vehicle he stood at the heart of American automotive culture would have been electric, and the original pony was the car. To process the power Medford envisioned, he needed a fast ridge with a passless, small block without debris (he was speechless to take a rare large block off the market) and found one in Houston. Meanwhile, he gathered the core
Bloodshed crew: John Wayland will act as mentor and guidance; Jack Lapenta, Medford's long-term friend and colleague at IBM, would lead the electronics division; And Allen Koester, an electrician by trade and a skilled mechanic, will be responsible for everything. Early last summer, Wayland and his partner Mark Mongillo drove down Oregon, and the team spent a month tearing
the mustang's internal combustion engine, replacing it with dual 11-inch electric motors and two controllers to manage battery packs (Zombie 222 two engines, two controllers, and damn fast). For mechanic Koester, this used to mean producing more robust engine housings and installing chassis rails to keep the car's body from bending under 1,800 pounds of torque tension. For
Lapenta, the electrician, this meant finding a way to monitor, regulate and maintain a system that could safely use enough energy to power several hundred home. Zombie's first body threstes were largely neutralized. Through an acquaintance, there's a team drag racing legend Don Big Daddy Garlits' battery pack. Garlits gave his name in 1964, breaking at 200 mph in a quarter-
mile lane. Now in the 80s, Garlits wants to be the first of an electric dragster to do the same thing. Accordingly, its battery pack produces 1.5 megawatts, equivalent to about 2,000 horsepower. I don't get scared easily in the car and this was one of the scariest rides I've ever made. Lapenta has enough electric muscle to trigger what he calls a catastrophic event. If something goes
wrong, says Lapenta, it evaporates instantly, not just burning things. To prevent the disaster, the team placed what it called the Oh Shit' arm, something that instantly disconnected the battery's driver. After more than one night, the crew finally had a one-piece Zombie and trucked down a San Antonio drag lane for a terrifying round of tests. Medford asked Wayland to get behind
the wheel for the first ride. I'm not easily scared in a car, Wayland recalls, and it was one of the scariest rides I've ever done. As Wayland stepped on the gas, zombie's front end popped into the air. He came down, but he bent again at 60 mph. This power had a butt load, but it wasn't properly tuned, Wayland recalls. The team neglected to hastily fix critical components or align the
steering wheel. A second run was equally dangerous. We proved that you have a lot of power; it thrilled the crowd — it excited everyone. Says Wayland. But I probably should have worn a set that depended on two runs. Every Friday afternoon, Bloodshed Motors hosts an impromptu classic car reunion at the Sandeez Hamburger Hut, a few miles down the road. On the morning of
my visit, Medford offered to check it out, so we jumped into Zombie. The car had come a long way since running in San Antonio: the steering system was honed, and Medford installed two overdrives for the first time, which would extend his top speed - in theory - roughly 200 miles per hour. Zombie is high-tech, but not a refined driving experience - a Tesla silk lacks the luxury you
would expect from a car with comfort or price tag. The racing battery currently had a charge time of 45 minutes installed, and offered only a range of 40-50 miles. No power steering and the brakes are heavy. The car feels tough, tense with power. At high speeds or tight turns, the constant whine of the electric motor is combined with wind noise and frame-to-frame squeaks. But
Zombie was built for performance, not for the ride. Put your foot on the pedal, the car becomes a missile, put your foot on the pedal, and the car becomes a missile. Power flows effortlessly into the drivetrain and the car jumps 30 to 10 miles as gracelessly as 60 to 90. Medford says this car is the most exciting thing I've ever driven in my life. It's literally like cocaine. On the way to
sandeez on the freeway, Mitch. Six-foot tire tracks. Except for a lone silver Chevrolet SSR, he was largely devoid of interesting cars parking around Sandeez on the bone-chilling cold morning. Medford blew out Zombie's hood and torso, revealing the engine and battery suit and entering the restaurant. He baited the trap and watched as passersby squeezed their necks to see what
they were looking at. SSR driver - an elderly gentleman - Zombie apartment. He looked under the hood, sauntered to the back, and looked in the trunk. He evaluated the car for a moment longer. Finally, he nodded, mumbled that it was too cold, and walked in. Let's face it, Medford then told me, growing up with the muscle car - why did we make them loud? To get attention. Why
are we trying to make them faster? To be the winning man... and attracts attention. And with Zombie, Medford built the ultimate conversation piece. Sometimes he says he glues the gopros in the engine compartment, openes the hood and left Zombie in the Home Depot parking lot. Then, on electric motors, their heads are watched by people's faces like cranes. To be completely
intimate, she says, is this incredible feeling of addiction. But admiration doesn't pay bills. Medford will need customers and needs to set up Bloodshed as a business to lure them. That's why he's going to the Texas Mile. The Texas Mile attracts million-dollar vehicles, big buyers and thousands of spectators. If we're going to focus on building a brand that represents extremely high-
performance electric vehicle conversions of classic iconic cars, we really have to prove it, Medford said. To do this, he is aiming to break two records: the first Texas Mile for the fastest electric street car. John Metric, president of the National Electric Drag Racing Association, currently holds that record of 155 miles per hour for a 2012 study he did in his highly modified Pontiac
Fiero. The second recording is not official, but it has a greater personal importance to Medford. In 1967, Carroll Shelby - a symbol of American muscle as big as the Mustang itself - was invited by Goodyear to demonstrate the durability of the new Thunderbolt tires at the San Angelo, Texas test facility. Shelby has already got the opportunity to dress up with a very fast pony - the
Shelby GT500 - 427 large block engines ready for a race and christened the Super Snake. On the day of the run, Shelby's car ran 500 mph at an average speed of 142 mph. At some point, the story goes, super snake 170 hit, making the world's fastest first generation Mustang. Images from Shelby's run at Goodyear's For Medford facility in San Angelo are as much an inspiration
to Shelby's business ai as to Herlby's racing ailing. Somehow that resto mod business was ahead of the whole world, Medford said. About his business: he aligned himself with Ford, took his products, and did better than ever, and still has them repaired and guaranteed by Ford. That's inspiring. And like Medford, Shelby knew that marketing was key - in the '60s, Shelby allegedly
repawned the single Cobra different colors to fool the world into thinking it had a full inventory. Adam, the legend has shown that it's possible, Medford said. If you want to say that a muscle car is going to put the ultimate muscle, you may be able to do better than the man who represents the ultimate muscle. But Medford knew the 170 was an access - somewhere in the 120s when
it went fastest. He had no idea what would happen when he pushed a 60-year-old car beyond its borders. I'm going to hold that pedal until the nut sack misses, so he shrugged. You can watch me die in there. he added. Just take care of my wife. Twice a year, the town of Beeville - population 13,000 - welcomes the Texas Mile and the fleet of high-performance cars and
motorcycles that come with it. The three-day event will take place on a one-and-a-half-year tarmac at the de dismissed Chase Naval Airport, surrounded by a wide open country on one side and a Garza East Unit correctional facility on the other. The prison is close enough for the guards to watch, and the inmates can hear. And it's a real Texas thing. We always say that our event
is in honor of God and the country, Shannon Matus, co-founder and owner of the event, says we sit down to talk about her trailer. Matus, a classic country singer has a sturdy mane and warm smile. Every daily driver's meeting begins with a prayer, he tells me, and a few dozen members of the Christian Motorcyclist Association volunteer their time here every year. Matus, I always
tell them, You're here to guide me. Says. ... And I hope there's an opportunity for you to provide the real important aspect. Wayland Michael Jordan's high-performance electric golf cart was derailed by an emergency repair outside John Wayland - their plans were derailed by an emergency repair in Las Vegas somewhere in Michael Jordan's high-performance electric golf cart - all
bloodshed crew arrived for mile. As Shelbys rolled by Zombie's trailer on their way to Lamborghinis, Ferraris, Porsches, Camaros, Ford GTs and Nissan GT-Rs track or, drivers poked their heads out to see what was constantly gawking at the crowd. There are other classic cars here, but nothing is remotely like Zombie. Medford was less cheerful than a month ago, and Zombie
was more ruthless than ever: side mirrors and windshields were gone, an aluminum plate hid the grille and headlights, two blowers were installed to cool the engine, and a wing was installed to keep the car grounded. The power came from a 1.1 megawatt battery capable of producing 1,400 horsepower. Two records of Medford To defeat - 155 and 170 - gravity and matter
gathering over the last month had become a rallying point for his team. The team knew the car had the brute force to hit 200, but they were worried about its aerodynamics. If super cars have one thing in common, it's that they're wedge-shaped to slice the wind. A Block of Ash in a Mustang has aerodynamics. At high speeds, this profile can be dangerous: enough lift can lift the
vehicle into the front air, causing the driver to lose all control. There are other dangers. As John Wayland said, the hit depends on a lot of 170 - or even 155 - IFS: if the engines don't have fireballs; brushes do not melt; If we don't break the back end; If we don't go side by side. [...] I support him 100%. I'm not saying he won't do 170 - all I'm saying is that this is a lofty goal. Medford
offered the crowd a sumptuous, white, cotton candy-thick burnout, but Medford was ready. Texas Mile first come, first service, single car-at-a-time incident; It can wait three hours between runs. At 7:30 a.m. on Friday morning - the sun was still inching on the horizon - dozens of cars were already lined up. Medford's got Zombie in line. There's a rhythm here: a car screaming on the
track, the next on fire, heating its tires and making them sticky for better traction. The speed pass instantly shows a car's 800-meter and full-mile speeds. In a drive of cars burping, thumping and cowing at the starting line (there's a misunderstanding here, Matus told me, the louder a car goes, the faster it goes) he stepped forward for zombie silence. When the time came, Medford
put the car in position and presented the crowd with a sumptuous, white, cotton candy-thick burnout. And then, with a little tantana and only the sound of the vehicle tearing the wind, Medford set off on his first run. It reached a speed of 154.9, only a tenth slower than Metric's record. Medford said after the run, now I know I'm going to break it. Said. Now, I don't know if it's 170. The
team felt confident enough to remove the wing from the car's geometry and increase the voltage from 190 to 205. In his second run, Medford reached 166.6 and broke Metric's record but remained just below the significant figure of 170. Medford was on set to call one day - and save the formidable Shelby for the next two days - but his team was wired. Allen Koester set up the
generator to charge it until we got the car back to the trailer. The crew has increased the voltage again, this time up to the 219 volt limit of the battery. As the day drew to a close, Medford pulled all the way to the starting line-up for one last lap. If this isn't the ultimate muscle in a muscle car, then what is it? Medford grabbed the wheel and knocked down the line, the accelerator
pressed straight. The electric motors turned furiously - he later told me that the harmful smell of burnt ozone was full of cabins. But he didn't. Zombie was flying when he hit the half-mile mark. 156.2 miles an hour. From where I stood at the starting line, the car turned into a black mark and then disappeared. Minutes later, a magic number appeared on the speed board: exactly one
mile from the starting line, zombies reached 174.2 mph in 222 hours. Just like this, hard work had paid off for almost a year: Bloodshed engines had created what could be the fastest '68 fastback Mustang ever, electricity or any other. Back in the trailer, the team was abuzz with high fives and congratulations. As Medford pulled over, Koester and Lapenta leaned into the car and
grabbed him by the shoulders. Medford was stunned again, as light-hearted as I saw him on my visit to Austin. I'm ecstated, I'm proud,' she said of the teleportation. I'm grateful for everything, I'm grateful for these guys,' the crew pointed back. What if this isn't selling the vision of an all-electric ultra-high-performance vintage car? Medford asked me, he was still holding his official
speed ticket. If this isn't the ultimate muscle in a muscle car, then what is it? Minutes after breaking Shelby's record, Medford's mind was racing because of the odds. He said we were too close to 180, laughing, ... And once it reaches 180, then it's 190. On Saturday morning, Medford decided that this October's Texas Mile was intended to take 200 miles of Zombies at that time.
From left: Jack Lapenta, Andrew Graham, Mitch Medford, Allen Koester, Joseph Mann Zombie 222 a single divine achievement, but Bloodshed is not a car - a company, and still has something to prove. Despite the team's success on the track, the $200,000 plus electric muscle car with limited range, no matter how fast, still feels like a tough sell - or maybe an excellent car, but for
an extremely small market. That doesn't bother Medford. I'm still looking for the first customer, Medford, pointing across the landscape of the trailer, said many with six figure cars inside. And there's a lot of money on this track. When most of the crew returned to Austin, Medford stayed to tell anyone who would listen to Zombie - to talk wattage and voltage with gearheads
accustomed to discussing carbürators and transmissions. On the last day of the Texas Mile, Medford sent me better news: The zombie won the Sexiest Car of the Texas Mile and the Most Exotic Car of the Texas Mile. I was checking some numbers, so I had the opportunity to verify the estimated quarter mile time. We used the same calculator, but we got different results. We did
it back and forth short, but in the end he said he didn't really care when I used it. It doesn't matter, he wrote, go with whatever you want. We'll break it soon.
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